Laplace, in 1780, invented an initial orbit determination technique. It has had a very poor reputation in astronomical circles. The reasons for this are clear to us: (1) It requires a second order numerical aifferentiation of the observations; (2) Especially in the olden days the observations weren't very good because the observing was visual (as opposed to photographic) and neither accurate clocks nor accurate star catalogs existed yet. It wasn't until the 1930's that all of these problems were overcome but by then GaussGibbs had "won" the race; and (3) In the astronomical context the method was ¶ used on slowly moving objects, certainly < 0?25/day. When all of this is coupled with a mirimilast's approach (e.g., three sets of angles-only data), Laplace s method ought to produce very poor results.
Observational techniques and objects of interest have changed. The pril,-cipal author reformulated and refined Laplace's method in the modern, high quality, data rich, fast moving object scenario (Taff 1983 ). Even earlier Dave Hall and he Hall 1977, 1980) had invented a totally new initial orbit determination technique based upon "two" observations but including the angular velocities. (There's even a radar version of it in which exact initial orbit determination is reduced to the solution of a single quadratic equation.)
Since one can't "observe" the angular velocity directly, the Taff-Hall method also numerically differentiates the data. But, unlike the Laplacian technique, it need do so only once and not twice. Finally, neither the resurrected Laplacian method (referred to hereinafter as the Laplace-Taff method) nor the Taff-Hall method is analytically restricted to nearly circular orbits (as the Gauss-Gibbs method is). There is no similar restriction--just questions about the accuracy (or advisability) of numerical differentiation. There is no method that will suffice for all orbits, over all data sets, in all observing scenarios. Thus it becomes ever more important to search for new techniques, to delve into the physics and mathematics of old ones, and to understand all of their limitations. Note though that one can never prove the superiority of onc technique over another by a finite set of numerical experiments. The best that one can do is to partition orbital element space, or the space of observables, into discrete portions wherein the competing (and hopefully supplementary if not complementary) methods of initial orbit determination can be ranked on the basis of performance.
How can one accomplish even this limited goal? Considering the multiplicity of potential information available a complete examination would involve a very large amount of computer time. Hence we shall separate the (laser) radar problem(s) from the angles-only case. The reason is simple--radars give distance and distance estimation is what initial orbit determination is all about. We shall also confine ourselves to the high angular speed "range of the spectrum thereby eliminating natural bodies from consideration.
Thus, and not totally accidentally, the objects of interest are deep space or high altitude artificial satellites. Furthermore, we restrict this discussion to the non-parallax type of data acquisition.
In such circumstances, for such objects, three initial orbit determination procedures merit consideration. One is the Gauss-Gibbs method. It is included because of its reputation, not because we are promoting it.
The principal method we now use on the faster moving subset of the deep space artificial satellite population is Taff's modification of Laplace's method. The third technique considered here is the Taff-Hall angular velocity method. Now, the latter two schemes presume the observational capability to rapidly acquire large amounts of high quality data. This information will then be smoothed iñ .i• some fashion and ultimately differentiated. Because of this, and the fact that the Gauss-Gibbs method is per force restricted to three sets of anglesonly data, a way has to be found to try to balance the scales. We have done this as follows: We have selected a subset of orbital element sets from the deep space population (as it existed on a certain date in mid-1982). We have used this subset of the actual population's element sets to generate topocentric position vectors for a particular geographical location (the CONUS observatory of the GEODSS network but that's not relev, 4 it). The time spacing betwean position vectors is two minutes--the baseline specification for the GEODSS prunram. From this set of passes from the subset of elements we chose, we th-n selected 96 passes of 25 different satellites. For the midpoint of each pass we computed the radius of convergence and of the f and g series.
(See Taff 1979b.) In each case this figure was then reduced by 20% and eighttenths of the radius of convergence, rounded down to the nearest whole two minutes, defined the total time span of the data. For the tests of the GaussGibbs method the input data are topocentric r*ght ascension, decliration, and time at the beginning, middle, and end of the time interval just defined. The above mentioned passes and orbital element sets are weighted towards the stressing cases, i.e., the high eccentricity, fast moving portion of the hundreds of passes originally generated. This, however, merely reflects the actual state of affairs. Also the number of data points reduction scheme outlined above kept the total number of assumed data points to be at most 15.
All of the data had the same number of significant decimal digits-•namely right ascensions to the nearest tenth of a second of time and declinations to the nearest whole second of arc. In order to complete the analysis the entire test should be redone at at least one, and preferably at two other levels of precision. This would provide sorely needed information about Lhe robustness of the three procedures. A part of this has been completed and is discussed below.
Now that we've oUtlined the ground rules wof t criteria should be used to measure the efficacy of the three competiog .hniques? We could define some six dimensional norm in o,'bita1 eispae,! sez space and compare each initial orbital element set to the real one (e.g., the one used to generate the pseudo-observational data). !f we knew what metric to use to define a meaningful norm, and if we knew how large "bad" was or how small "good" was, then we wuuld consider this alternative. Not being in possession of such knowledge we prefer to test the generated orbital element sets in their natural mode of utilization (in the angles-only context--a nice touch of selfconsistency); pointing a telescope. Therefore, the measure that we have used is angular error, on the topoc. for that variable and (say) the quartic declination fit as the best one for that variable. "Best" is difficult, if not impossible to define since the addition of another free parameter necessarily reduces the sum of the squares of the residuals. We adoped a rule of one-third; if increasing the degree of the polynomial to which the data were fit did n~t decrease the sum of the squares of the residuals by at least a factor of three, then the previous, lower degree fit was "best". We never tested polynomials of degree six or higher.
In the Taff Once again the Taff-Hall method is different. The output are two sets of R and R and hence two orbital element sets can be computed. We only used one: tI if we were predicting the past for the satellite, t 2 if we were predicting the future. (Some of our 96 passes are for satellites in the act of setting relative to the observatory and our pointing program, which generated the pseudo-observational data, stopped producing at the instant of setting.
In these geometrically interesting passes we predicted the past.)
Finally we did not run every pass of every satellite through each initial orbit determination procedure. It would be a total waste of time to have done so for the near-stationary artificial satellitis because they don't move rapidly enough m3 maz:'ingfully smooth observations thereof and neither of these three techniquu is the optimal one for this class of artificial satellite. The optimal technique for near-stationary artificial satellites is NSDC (for Near-Stationary Differential Corrector) alluded to above Sorvari 1979a, 1982 
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•,r• II Errors in excess of 100' are considered to be infinite and are listed as •.
We believe that the worst one was 9494'.
A. Gauss-Gibbs
This test is not designed to highlight Gaussian orbit determination.
Rather it was designed to see if the Gauss-Gibbs method could ever work well Frorm our point of view the ratio numbers tell the real story. LaplaceTaff is an order of magnitude better than is Gauss-Gibbs without having to know half of the orbital element set before starting the computation. Higher data rates will improve its performance.
C. Taff-Hall
The Taff-Hall technique rests on the fact that the topocentric expression of angular momentum conservation and energy conservation is a quartet of equations involving the position £(A,A), the angular velocity "i(A,A,A,A), the topocentric distance R, and the topocentric radial velocity R.
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The key is to use the fact that these are constants of the motion and write
at two times tl, t 2 . There are now 12 unknowns in these four equations. In the radar case eight quantities (A,A,R, and R at both times) are measured so that the problem is well posed. In the high angular speed case eight quantities are known too (A,A,A, and A at both times).
The early (Taff and Hall 1977) solution method was a 4 dimensional
Newton-Raphson technique. This procedure was not robust, didn't exploit the analytical simplicity of Eqs. (1), and didn't work well. When we started this work we switched to a steepest descent method which was not robust, did exploit some of the analytical simplicity of Eqs. (1), and didn't work well. Finally we have fully exploited the analytical simplicity of Eqs.
(1) to reduce the problem to a 1 dimensional one. In particular we have reformulated the system so as to (appear) to be a single equation (for EI-E 2 ) in one unknown (R 2 ).
From an assumed R we compute R 1 (by explicit algebra) and then and A 2 (similarly). This requires the use of three equations and the angular momentum conservation equations were utilized. Next we use all of this to compute EI-E 2 (which should vanish). If EI-E 2 'O then we increment R 2 and
repeat until E 1 -E 2 changes sign. We then home in on the root by decreasing the R 2 step size by a factor of ten and changing direction. We use AR 2 = 0.01
Earth radii, start at R 1 and go out to R 1 0 (we know we're doing high altitude satellite initial orbit determination) before declaring a failure.
Of the 30 passes of 15 different artificial satellites we tried no root was found in 14 casesin 10 cases a root was found but no physical 18 ,p I .
. .
orbital element set was generatedand in 6 cases both a root was found and a physically sensible orbital element set was produced. The reason for the .2
first group appears to be the extraordinarily large slooe in the f l-E2 vs.
SR 2 relationship. An e;:planation for the middle group is the existence of multiple roots and our a priori inability to guess the correct one (for if we knew
•!ii 2 then . . .). The last groUp represents the "successes" but the orbital element sets are so poor that we've not formally computed the pointing errors.
Without a clearer and deeper understanding of the sensitivities of this method we must regard it as a failure. We suspect that it will do much better with a higher data rate than one observation per two minutes or that it is appropriate for use on moderate (as opposed to high) angular speed artificial satellites.
As supporting evidence, the average angular speeds for the three Taff-Hall subgroups are 94"/sec, 85"/sec, and 40"/sec. The deep space catalog on the day we began this work had 540 entries in it.
Of these 16% were Cape Canaveral rocket bodies (nz2 rev/day, i=291, e=O.7), 31% were near-stationary satellites (O.9,I,.Il-l rev/day, e•,O.15, i<15'), and 40% were Molniya-type (n=2 rev/day, i=63', e=O.7, w=2850). These three types are easily discernable at the telescope and comprise 87% of the catalog.
Therefore if one is willing to take the (small) risk of making a mistake, one can pick and choose the technique (amongst Laplace-Taff, NSDC, or Gauss-Gibbs) in an appropriate fashion. This is our first recommendation.
We suspect that it can be made much more robust and demonstrated successfully on moderate (20-50"/sec) angular speed artificial satellites. Since this endeavor has dragged on for two years we thought that publishing ti.is now was the prudent thing to do.
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A step back from these strong assumptions is the less restrictive division of deep space artificial satellites into 3 angular speed ranges.
I. topocentric angular speed >50"/sec:
use Laplace-Taff;
II. topocentric angular speed E (,',.'"l. This is our second level recommendation. We hope to be able to replace tile recommendations for the moderately moving objects with an improved Taff case and Chiron is unique). As initial orbit determination is interesting only for thp latter two groups, and their eccentricities are neither so high nor their periods so short as to preclude a Gaussian type technique, one may as well use the Gauss-Gibbs method. Of far more importance is the independent acquisition of precise data.
C. Characteristics of the Orbital Element Sets
The uses to which one might put an orbital set are myriad. Foremost amongst them are pointing a telescope, pointing a radar, preventing surveillance, or planning a rendezvous. In all these and many other instances, the accuracy of the individual components of the element sets is not at issue.
The techniques discussed above have certain characteristic systematic correlations amongst the osculating elements generated by their use. Typically they all determine the orbital plane (i.e., the direction of L) very well and this aspect will not be discussed further.
When Laplace's method is utilized in a data-rich scenario, so that smoothing and analytical differentiation of the interpolating polynomial can be performed, the orbital element sets that it produces are unbiased. They are frequently amazingly good, each element separately within 0.01% of its true value. The method is not robust to decreasing the precision of the observational data but this can be somewhat comipensated for by decreasing the time intervals between the observations and increasing the number of them. This is the best of the techniques we've used. 
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PREVIOUS PAGE IS BLANK assumptions the analysis was extended to include quartic and quintic fits.
In addition, the last assumption was relaxed for the cubic and quartic fit analysis so that the next leading terms (e.g., order 1/N terms) could be included. Doing so provides a more realistic guide when choosing the optimum time intervals, epochs, and orders of fit for real data. This Appendix summarizes these extensions of Taff (1983) , mostly in graphical form.
A. Cubic Model
See Taff The situation for var[x(t)] is simpler. It has a local maximum at T = 0 and local minima at +_,
The 1/N variation is illustrated in Fig. 2 in the same format as in Fig. 1 . The 14 original "no root" cases are now 6 no root and 8 successfully determined, physically meaningful element sets. The 10 original "root but no 0 element set" instances are all successful now too. More than this, the element sets themselves are materially better than before. Almost all of the systematic correlations are gone and the pointing errors are in the Gauss-Gibbs range.
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PREVIOUS PAGE IS BLANK Therefore, this method can be recommended if the data rate is very high (say I per 30 seconds) and precise ('ul").
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